Woops, If you turn my sketch upside down then that is the location. The rock wall might not show up on the Google earth because it was recently erected. The well is mauka of the new wall and existing road.

Thanks.

Tracie

From: Charley.F.Ice@hawaii.gov [mailto:Charley.F.Ice@hawaii.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 9:37 AM
To: vwdhi@lava.net
Subject: Kawailoa Mauka

Is this location correct? Looks to be below bluff. I'm looking at your sketch of relative positions of road and wall...

Google Earth streams the world over wired and wireless networks enabling users to virtually go anywhere on the planet and see places in photographic detail. This is not like any map you have ever seen. This is a 3D model of the real world, based on real satellite images combined with maps, guides to restaurants, hotels, entertainment, businesses and more. You can zoom from space to street level instantly and then pan or jump from place to place, city to city, even country to country.

Get Google Earth. Put the world in perspective.

(http://earth.google.com)